In our daily and professional lives we are all problem solvers. The purpose of listening to scientific papers, attending meetings, and reading this journal is to gain bits and pieces of information from our colleagues. The goal is to solve complex and profound (or maybe simple) problems.
One must never miss a summer meeting since it provides a wonderful concentration of people and ideas. At the most recent meeting, Judy Smith and I were discussing Lyme disease and ventured into the topic of tick spit. We talked about the great knowledge gaps of this disease but also the steps and processes that had gone into the current treatment protocols. It made me think about how one goes about solving a problem which seems inherently complicated and difficult.
Socrates is credited with pointing out that if you know what questions to ask you can solve any problem. Most of the time we don't know what questions to ask. But Sir Isaac Newton is credited with giving us a foundation for problem solving which moved us from the theological, mythological, and superstitious methods of the 1600s to one of experimental investigation. In his work Principia, in 1687, Newton said the ''proper method of acquiring after the properties of things is to deduce them from experiments.'' He was a master of taking a difficult problem, breaking it into components, and solving each part. His genius was the ability to resynthesize these component parts into a whole. The story of how scientists are filling in the gaps of information about Lyme disease is a classic use of the Newtonian experimental method.
Socrates would ask us how the deer tick transmits the spirochete Borrelia burgdorferi to the human. Newton would challenge us to break the question into its parts and study each part. This is being done by Dr. Jose Ribeiro of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease at Bethesda, MD. He and other colleagues have been sequencing the ''spitome'' of the deer tick, breaking down tick spit into small parts and studying each. The Socratic question they were asking was how is the deer tick able to stay undetected on the human skin without producing pain, developing a blood clotting at the withdrawal site, or eliciting a host immune response. The findings were that tick spit contains an anticoagulant to allow continuous blood withdrawal. It has an anesthetic to prevent pain and therefore avoid detection. There is also a component which suppresses the host immune response. These answers didn't come de novo but were derived from synthesized bits and pieces of information discovered by others. On a daily basis I read new articles for the journal. The good articles provide bits of information which are aimed at solving a problem. There are precious few people who are able to look at the bits and bytes of information about a problem and synthesize them into an all-encompassing answer. (A genius does it on a daily basis but for us mortals it requires an incredible amount of energy and luck.)
The beauty of a small scientific meeting like our summer meeting and a small journal (like Foot & Ankle International) is that it is an effective way to collect all of those synthesizable parts. Maybe with a little help from
